Abstract-The arabic language is different from Western languages especially at the morphology and spelling variations. Indeed, the performance of information retrieval systems in the arabic language is still problematic. For this reason, we are interested in studying the performance of search engines which is the most famous between 2006 and 2010, on a corpus of a thousand arabic documents. We found that morphological analysis is not taken in consideration in these engines. Morphological analysis of an arabic word is to identify its morphemes, its affixes, its model and its root.
relevant information from the Arabic documents. With this intention, we choose the most famous search engines, between 2006 and 2010, Google, Yahoo, Copernic, Bing, Ask, AOL Search and MSN / Live [14] , to perform our experiments. Therefore, we present in this paper the search engines and their performance in Arabic language.
The following section presents the general architecture and the total function of a search engine. In Section III, we present the methodology and the corpus used to perform our experiments. Next, the results are given in Section IV. Finally, we finish by a conclusion.
II. SEARCH ENGINES

A. General Principle
A search engine can provide a set of documents in response to a given query [1] . The entry of the engine is a query which can be only one word, a set of words or a phrase. The engine analyzes each word of the query and checks its index, while starting with the statistical analysis to find the documents containing exactly the word, or the phrase of the request. Then it tries to use the techniques of automatic processing of the natural language, to find a list of the most relevant documents. The result contains a short summary, containing the title and sometimes an outline of each document belonging to them. The search engines traverse all the visited pages of the web to feed their databases with copies of these documents. The search engines analyze then the contents of these documents, to determine the key words, as the titles, the headings, the contexts of the document, etc. The resulting data are stored in a database [15] . Its operation is structured around three main components: the crawler, the indexer and the searcher. Other components may be used, according to the complexity of the search engine.
B. Architecture of a Search Engine
1) Crawler
The Crawler is a computer program, which regularly browses the web in an automatic way. The other terms used to designate the crawler are: Ants, Automatic indexing, Bots, Spiders, Robots, etc. Search engine use the crawler as a data provider. Then, the crawler is mainly used to create a copy of all pages visited and for storing them in a data warehouse. Other engine components are used to index these documents in order to propose future research fast offline [16] .
2) Indexer
The indexer is an important component of search engine. Its work follows that of the Crawler. Indeed, the indexer must treat all the pages downloaded by the crawler, and analyzing them by breaking up them into several areas such as titles, headers, text, links, styles and the other portions of the page. In addition, it treats the pages by removing all HTML tags, stop words and words filtered, before storing in a database, called the index. In general, the database is divided into two parts: Part index and words dictionary. Most indexers treat only the internal factors of the page, but the most advanced is also the external factors, for example, the number links to another page. Indexing is then performed with this information and by using a suitable method of indexing. This method has a role is to analyze and create the relations between information stored in the database [17] However, the words of a language are formed according to specific rules and guidelines that differ from one language to another. The method of indexing has to cover the processing of all natural languages that are supported by the search engine.
3) Researcher When a user poses a query containing one or more terms on a search engine, the researcher receives this request and consults the index makes it all the documents ordered by relevance. So the researcher is the intermediate component between the search engine and the database (index) already created and powered by indexer [15] .
4) Additional components
The following additional components are often used [2] : a) Spellchecker This component corrects the spelling mistakes in the words of the query.
b) Stemmer
The Stemmer retrieves the Stem of each word in the query.
c) Anti dictionary
This feature erases all blank words a same time in the index and in the queries (as "the", "of", "to") which are disturb the research score by introducing a noise.
C. Function
The function of a search engine consists of three main stages based on the preceding components. It begins with the exploration which collects the documents from web sites, using the Crawler component. Then, the indexing phase is to extract significant words of these documents and store them in an organized database as a large dictionary, with an index that makes it possible to find quickly in which part of the document is given a significant term. Non significant terms are called empty words. A weight value is associated in each significant term. This weight corresponds to the number of the word occurrence in a document. An algorithm is applied, to find in the corpus, the most relevant documents that match the query and present them in order of relevance. The simplest search engines are based on Boolean results to compare the words of a query with the words of the documents. But this method quickly reaches its limitations on large corpus. The most advanced search engines are interested in the weight of the words in documents, and use the method of semantic analysis (e.g. the word "war" is automatically associated with its similar words such as "weapon") [1] , [2] .
III. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
The most search engines used between 2006 and 2010 are in the order: Google, Yahoo, Copernic, Bing, Ask, AOL Search and MSN / Live. These engines represent over 99% market [14] . To evaluate the performance of the search engines on Arabic documents, we chose the search engines that can run on a local computer. We were able to find local versions for all the search engines except the Bing. Thus, our study covers six search engines. In this section we will detail the corpus and the procedure which we used to perform our experiments.
A. Corpus
The corpus which we built is a set of thousand Arab documents in several formats (TXT, PDF, HTML, XML, etc.). The core of these documents is a set of articles collected from sites of the daily Lebanese newspaper: AlJazeera, Al-Mustaqbal, Al-Nahar and Al-Safir [18] - [21] . The selected documents include one or more words in the Table I.  The Table I contains the five roots ‫,أكل<‬ akl, he ate>, ‫,بحث<‬ bhhth, he searched> ‫,جدد<‬ jdd, he renewed>, ‫,درب<‬ drb, he coached> ‫,عجب<‬ ajb, he admired> and ten words derived from each. So this table has more than fifty words divided into five sets, where each set is formed by a root and its ten derived words. We then used these documents and modified them one by one in a way that a document contains, at most one word in each set. So each of these fifty documents contains one of the words in the Table I . We assume that a document which contains a word doesn't contain any other word of the same set. Theory and Engineering, Vol. 6, No. 1, February 2014 These fifty documents constitute the core of our corpus. To reach the thousand documents of the corpus, we performed an automatic generation starting from this core. To do this, we take a document associated with a word Table  I . We refer to this document as a source and keyword that contains as word origin. Then we build from the original word, twenty words derived by using a set of 7 affixes (4 prefixes and 3 affixes) (Table II) . Then we take each word derived from this set and we construct a new document by copying the original document and replace only the original word by derived word. This process is repeated for all words in the Table I to produce the entire corpus. In this way, each document among the fifty of the core must be at the origin of the others twenty derived documents. Thus, a document may contain the word origin as it appears in the Table I or one of its affixes form. Take for example the word ‫,مأكىل<‬ makwul, eatable> that derives from the root ‫,أكل<‬ akl, he ate> then we take one document which contains only ‫,مأكىل<‬ makwul, eatable > from all that the root ‫,أكل<‬ akl, he ate>.A first derived document may contain ‫,المأكىل<‬ al makwul, the eatable> the affix form of the word ‫,مأكىل<‬ makwul, eatable > resulting from the addition of the affix (prefix) < ‫,ال‬ al> at the beginning of the word. A second derived document may contain ‫,مأكىالت<‬ makwulat, food> the affix form of the word ‫,مأكىل<‬ makwul, eatable> resulting from the addition of the affix (suffix) ‫,ات<‬ at> at the end of the word. Another derived document may contain ‫,المأكىالت<‬ almakwulat, the food> the affix form of the word ‫,مأكىل<‬ makwul, eatable> resulting from the addition of the affix (prefix) < ‫,ال‬ al> at the beginning and the affix (suffix) ‫,ات<‬ at> the end of the word. Every word derived from the word ‫,مأكىل<‬ makwul, eatable> (Table II) is associated with a document [22] .
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B. Procedure
Two preliminary steps are carried out. The first consists in making index the thousand documents of the corpus by each evaluated search engine. The second is the manual analysis performed for each document, which was described in the previous corpus section. This analysis is a reference which is used to validate and measure the results of queries of the following steps. The next step in this procedure is the definition of queries. In our case, we launched one hundred queries on each search engine. Each query consists of a single word. These words are those of the Table I and one form affix of each one of these words. Then these queries are asked, one after another, on search engines. The results of each query are compared to documents provided initially.
C. Measures
To evaluate the results of each query, we used the classic measure, the precision and the recall, used in information retrieval. If proposing for a query Q, S Found is the number of the found documents and S Relevant is the number of the relevant documents, so these measures are:
Precision: For a query Q, the precision indicates the proportion of the relevant documents among the found documents (1). 
Found
IV. RESULTS
The results of hundreds of queries to the Google search engine are presented in Table III . The first column gives the application launched. These requests are all formed of single word. The second column contains the keywords of the documents found for each query. The third and fourth columns respectively show the precision and recall measure for each query. These results show that the Google search engine that can retrieve documents, contain exactly the query word and whatever the word is used. For this reason, the precision of the word used in Google search engine, it is 1 (one document found) or 0 (no documents found). Similarly, the recall of the word, it is 5% (one document found among twenty relevant) or 0% (no documents found). For example, if we have a query ‫,أكل<‬ akl, he ate> Google can retrieve only the documents containing the same form of the word, without changing any letter of the word. Thus, Google can retrieve the document containing the word < ‫و‬ ‫أكل‬ , wakl, and he ate» which is derived from the word ‫,أكل<‬ akl, he ate>, but drow eht gniniatnoc tnemucod eht eveirter ton nac ‫يأكل<‬ , akl, he eats>. This is due, to the fact that the form of ‫,أ<‬ a> in the word ‫,أكل<‬ akl, he ate> is different from of ‫,أ<‬ a> in the word ‫يأكل<‬ , akl, he eat>. So it seems that the search engine gnizylana tuohtiw drow nettirw a fo mrof eht sredisnoc ti.These results are also confirmed in case of the word ‫,عجب<‬ å jb, he admire> is written with three letters <‫-,ع‬å >, <‫-,ج‬j-> and ‫,ب<‬ b->. In this case, taht stnemucod seveirter elgooG sdrow eht niatnoc ‫,عجب<‬ å jb, he admire>, ‫,وعجب<‬ wuå jb, and he admire> and ‫,وأعجب<‬ wuaå jb, he impressed>, but it does not extract the documents that contain the words ‫,يعجبهم<‬ yiå jbhm, he impresses them> and ‫,مستعجب<‬ mstå jb, exclamatory> (Fig. 2) . Indeed, the forms of the writing letters ‫,ع<‬ å > and ‫,ب<‬ b> in the word ‫,يعجبهم<‬ yiå jbhm, he impresses them> are : ‫,ـعـ<‬ -å -> and ‫,ـبـ<‬ -b->, that are different from ‫,عـ<‬ -å > and ‫,ـب<‬ b-> that contained in the query of the word ‫,عجب<‬ å jb, he admire>. Similarly, in case of the request ‫,مستعجب<‬ mstå jb, exclamatory>, the form of the writing letter ‫,ع<‬ å > in the word ‫,مستعجب<‬ mstå jb, exclamatory> is ‫,ـعـ<‬ -å -> which is different from that stated in the query word ‫,عجب<‬ å jb, he admire> that is ‫,عـ<‬ -å> (Fig. 2) . In addition, the average precision of the Google search engine does not exceed 50% and the average recall is about 2%. From that result, the problems of the Google engine appear in its local version, in the extraction of information from Arabic documents. It seems that the specific treatments for the Arabic language, particularly the morphological analysis, are not included in this search engine. However, if we take the experiments that we performed by changing the query to add the words of the same group in the Table I to the keyword, we reach the value of 100% for both precision and recall. This is achieved through an application that sits between the user query and the Google search engine. This application takes the user's query and tries to find all the words in the same group that are relation to its keyword and add them to the query. We obtain the results of all the words in the same group having a relationship with the initial keyword in the query. These words will be added to the application and then launched into a single application and the documents associated with each of these words are given as a result (Fig. 3) . Similarly, the Table III has the results of the engines: Windows Search, X1, Copernic Search, AOL Search in their local versions. This table has the same structure as the Table  II . The first observation is that these four engines gave the same results for the hundred queries made in the conditions of our experiments. These requests are always formed a word. The second column of the Table III shows that these search engines can find in most cases, in addition to documents containing exactly the same word in the query, documents that contain a derived word or the same group. On the other hand, these engines are unable to find the words prefixed and this whatever the search term. The recall, by word, varies between 5% and 20% for a precision of 100%, because every queries word of the experimentation are postfixed words. In addition, the average of precision of these engines is 100% and the average recall is about 12%. These values could have been much worse if more of prefixed words are used in the queries of the experiment. In all the cases, these results are better than those given by Google. It also appears that morphological analysis is made, in part, included in this search engine. We also evaluated the engine "Ask Jeeves Desktop Search" in the same way as the previous engines. This engine is unable to answer any queries made under the conditions of our experiments and this whatever the search term.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented the performance of the search engines of the most widely used between 2006 and 2010, Google, Yahoo, Copernic, Ask, Aol Search and MSN / Live to extract relevant information from the Arabic documents. We chose a search engine that can run on a local computer. To achieve our experiments, we have built a corpus of one thousand Arabic documents that contain only words derived from roots ‫,أكل<‬ akl, he ate>, ‫,بحث<‬ bhhth, he searched> ‫,جدد<‬ jdd, he renewed>, ‫,درب<‬ drb, he coached> ‫,عجب<‬ ajb, he admired>. The results showed that the search engine Google, in its local version, can extract only those documents that contain exactly the query word. The search engines: Windows Search, X1, Copernic Search, AOL Search in their local versions gave the same results under the conditions of our experiments. These search engines can find in most cases, in addition to documents containing exactly the same word in the query, the documents that contain a derived word or same group. In all cases, these results are better than those given by Google. According to what precedes, the problems of these search engines on the level of the information extraction from Arabic documents appear clearly. It seems that the specific treatments for the Arabic language, particularly the morphological analysis, are not taken into account in these search engines.
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